Much of the collection development literature focuses on selection and management of collection content, but little focuses on the art of managing individual funds within the context of an institution's library materials budget. Taking into account the differences in the monographic book trade world-wide and the challenges of managing serials and standing order budgets, the authors will unveil the relationship between encumbrances and expenditures. Looking at some specific collection areas, the authors reveal the secrets of order timing and management that allow collection managers to meet expenditure targets without overspending their allocations.
Introduction
Collection managers often wonder how to spend a fund allocation completely by the end of the library's fiscal year. Not wanting to overspend, many collection managers tend to take a conservative approach by ordering fewer books and end up under spending their allocations.
The authors have found little literature that offers guidance in this most important aspect of a collection manager's work. Much of the collection development literature focuses on budgets, allocation formulas, and managing collection content, i.e., selecting, ordering and weeding individual titles. 1 However, there is a dearth of literature on the management of individual collection fund lines within the context of an institution's library materials budget. Acquisitions literature focuses on the mechanics of encumbering and paying invoices and required accounting procedures. 2 Collection managers often believe once an order is placed, the process is out of their control. Kay Granskog acknowledges that "library materials expenditures have less predictable patterns" than other areas of a library budget due to "delays in publication, erratic purchasing and publishing patterns" and gives some advice to collection managers about taking these matters into consideration when reviewing fund management reports. 3 The authors propose that collection managers control the performance of their funds by comparing order and encumbrance levels by country or region of publication. The following discussion will assist in determining the appropriate balance of orders to expenditures necessary to spend a yearly fund allocation.
Because firm orders from other countries cause the greatest uncertainty in balancing budgets, firm orders for material from around the world are the focus of this article. Receipt of these monographs is unpredictable, yet this is the segment of materials acquisition most directly controlled by a collection manager. What time of the year an order is placed, the number of orders placed at a particular time, the average number of days it takes to receive an ordered book from the country of publication, the likely percentage of orders whose publication is withdrawn or delayed, and how often open orders are claimed or cancelled, are all factors complicating the management of these firm order funds. An understanding of the variations in the number of orders required to encumber an allocation at a level sufficient to expend a fund fully is crucial to the management of a monograph fund allocated to foreign acquisitions.
General Discussion
Managing Funds within the Current Generation of Integrated Library Systems (ILS)
Most library integrated library systems (ILS) are the first source of fund management information for collection managers, since order and related payment data can be extracted from the current generation of ILS. Most systems provide information on vendor performance such as the average cost of items paid for on specific funds. Some include information on the average number of days it takes to receive an order from a vendor. Most large vendors also can provide this information reliably. Vendor performance (order turn-around time) for specific geographic regions will influence how many orders a selector places and when in the fiscal year orders should be placed. Some libraries encourage selectors to order consistently throughout the year so that some receipts arrive in the early part of the fiscal year. Other libraries limit the time frame of ordering in an attempt to receive all items ordered in the same fiscal year. Guidelines for selectors must take individual library fiscal requirements into account. Some libraries allow fund balances from one year to be "accrued" and spent in a following year. Other institutions require that an item be ordered and paid for in the same fiscal year. Many academic libraries enforce a "spend it or lose it" policy, but allow orders to remain open beyond one fiscal year.
The case studies in this article assume that ordering can take place throughout the fiscal year and accept the notion that open orders will "rollover" into the next fiscal year.
General Kinds of Funds and Approaches
Much of the library materials budget is committed at the beginning of the fiscal year for serials and remains beyond the control of an individual collection manager outside of the yearly cancellation period prior to the annual fall subscription renewal process. Standing orders are not published on pre-determined schedules, so annual expenditures are difficult to predict. Profiles can be matched to budgets as well as curricular and collection priorities.
Given the large number of firm orders that must be placed to expend an allocation (at least in medium to large academic libraries) and the unpredictability of receipt of orders from some geographic regions, a collection manager needs to have a number of years of experience and sufficient management information to spend an allocation effectively.
How Collection Managers Can Manage Their Monograph Funds
Experienced collection managers know how the publication process in specific areas of the world works and how long it generally takes to receive material from that region. They know how many orders they need to place at what total cost in a given year to expend fully their fund allocation. They intentionally over encumber their funds at a specific level, knowing that a certain percentage of orders will never arrive in the library. They cancel overdue orders to free up dollar commitments for other selections. Of course, the turn-around time for domestic publications will be shorter. An additional consideration is the number of orders placed for titles in pre-publication. The likelihood of these orders arriving within a specified time should be 
Encumbrances
The key to managing a monographic fund allocation lies in finding the appropriate encumbrance level, or placing the right number of orders at the right time. Intuition would suggest that setting an encumbrance level of 100 percent, or 110 percent, would guarantee that an allocation would be entirely spent. But one size does not fit all. A number of publication areas, (e.g., Africa, Latin America, Asia, and parts of Europe) may need special over encumbrance levels to guarantee that an allocation can be fully spent. Purchasing from an area where publication production, the local economy, and the book distribution infrastructure are weak might require an over encumbrance limit up to 150 percent, or perhaps no limit on encumbrances at all. In some cases tracking the actual expenditure level will be the most effective method of fund management. The following case studies indicate possible strategies for different publication regions.
Program Fund Case Studies
The authors selected three program areas (African Studies, English, and Latin American Studies) for comparing monograph order characteristics. Four tables show some of the aspects any selector must consider expending a yearly budget allocation. Table 1 shows fund encumbrance and payment activity by quarter and cumulating in FY2003 totals by percentage. Table 2 shows the success rate for FY2003 orders as of the end of the FY2004 first quarter. Table 3 shows success and cancellation rate by vendor for FY2003 orders as of the end of the 8 FY2004 first quarter. Table 4 shows the number of days from order to receipt. The following case studies are meant only to suggest analytical approaches to managing collection funds, not as a firm guide to managers in these three program areas.
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General Case Study Discussion
The factors contributing to fund management outcomes discussed in this article are showing only 2 percent cash balance remaining at the end of the fiscal year ( Table 1 ). The majority of orders placed in the first two quarters of the fiscal year were received (Table 2) , with receipt most likely occurring in the 61-120 day range (Table 4) . Five vendors (three European, one South African, and a US approval) accounted for 70 percent of orders placed against this fund; the remaining 30 percent were supplied by 49 other sources (Table 3) . Geopolitical events can disrupt book acquisitions for this program; thus, special arrangements are often made with vendors or individuals to collect materials on periodic buying trips.
English
The English fund was managed by both an interim selector and a newly hired selector during the fiscal year studied. The fund was under spent by 7 percent even though the fund was over encumbered by 21 percent at the end of the fiscal year (Table 1) . Sixty-one percent of 2003 orders were placed in the third quarter (Table 2) . Given the reliability of receiving a majority of items ordered from US/UK/Canadian vendors within 120 days, ordering earlier in the fiscal year is the only adjustment indicated to spend the allocation within the fiscal year (Table 4) . US approval and firm orders with a major domestic vendor accounted for 86 percent of orders on this fund (Table 3) ; approval vendors are able to project the cost for a plan profile at the beginning of a fiscal year; the availability and use of these projections give selectors additional tools for managing their fund expenditures.
Latin American Studies
Given the complexity of the Latin American book trade, this program fund needs careful analysis. Due to a vacancy, this fund was managed on an interim basis. With only 3 percent of FY2003 orders placed in the first quarter, it is not surprising that a 40 percent cash balance existed at the end of the fiscal year (Table 1 ). Significant numbers of orders were placed in the following quarters, but they could not make up for lost time in a market where few orders are placed with US vendors and only 25 percent of the orders were received within 60 days (Table   4) . Although the region has made advances in distribution, many publications are produced by state-supported entities, a factor that complicates the ordering process. Five vendors supplied 49 percent of the orders; however, the other 51 percent of the orders were supplied by 46 other sources (Table 3) .
Recommendations for Each individual fund is managed within the larger materials budget context where cancellation projects may be necessary to manage the library's total collection budget and the collective total of all funds must be spent during the fiscal year. It is no secret that managing individual program allocations is indeed a balancing act in a dynamic and complex business environment. 
